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Details of Visit:

Author: randymcfly
Location 2: Tavistock Place
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 21 Jun 2011 1900
Duration of Visit: 45mins
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://isabella4u.co.uk/
Phone: 07425303593

The Premises:

Area felt safe, flat was of a typical student accomodation standard. Good powerful shower,
everthing else pretty naff.

Was offered a shower after, but when I went to the bathroom, a bubble bath was being run for
another client by the other girl.

The deed itself took place on a crummy old sofa bed, which squeaked incessantly.  

The Lady:

The photos on the website are of the lady hereself. They tend to show her in a faourable light.
Facially average, figure wise - quite anorexic. Struggling to fill out an A cup, and legs were pretty
much skeletal. Did not find her attractive. 

The Story:

So I'm fairly new to this and whilst I've not had a punt as good as has been described by many a
field reports on here tot he extent that I've wanted to go back, I've never quite bothered to putting a
FR up to tell others not to bother. Not so, on this occasion...

A short notice booking on a wet Tuesday evening to Paris, who has a nummber of positive reviews
on here. Alas, unavailable but 'she' (I'm guessing she left the working phone behind) suggested
Isabella. I remember reading a number of positive FRs on here ... what could go wrong, right?

Arrived at flat, Isabella met me at the door in a dressing gown. Offered a drink, wine was available
but I elected for a glass of water. Asked for a shower, and in all honesty whilst the bathroom itself
was considerably dated, the pressure and temperature of the water mean that this was easily the
best part of the meeting.

Back to the room, and onto the bed. Small talk, offered massage but declined. Its not really my
thing. Strated with oral, covered 'cos apaarently OWO is extra. Not what it says on the website!!
Had there been no rubber, I imagine that her technique would have been quite good. Anyway, 40
seconds of this, then her on top, me on top, sideways then doggy. At this point she told me to make
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sure I finish.

About half hour left at this stage, so some chit chat. Asking about what I do, how much I make. She
has a client who takes home around ?6.5k after deductions. Kudos to him, but why do I care? Oh
yes, because apparently you aren't making enough money. Anyway, seconds wasnt offered, I
wasn't interested and eventually I left 10 minutes early because of the shower incident.
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